Study on Reactive Power Compensation Strategies for Long Distance Submarine Cables Considering Electrothermal Coordination
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Abstract: Long-distance high voltage alternating current (AC) submarine cables are widely used to connect offshore wind farms and land power grids. However, the transmission capacity of the submarine cable is limited by the capacitive charging current. This paper analyzes the impacts of reactive power compensation in different positions on the current distribution on long-distance submarine cable transmission lines, and tests the rationality of the existing reactive power compensation schemes based on electrothermal coordination (ETC). Research shows that compensation at the sending end has obvious impacts on current distribution along the cable, and the maximum current occurs at the sending or receiving end. Moreover, the reactive power compensation at sending end will reduce the current at receiving end of the line. On the contrary, it will increase the current at sending end. Compared with the directly buried laying method of the submarine cable in the landing section, the cable trench laying method can increase the cable ampacity of the landing section and reduce the reactive power compensation capacity at the sending end. The ampacity is the current representation of the thermal limits of the cable. ETC exploits the cable ampacity to coordinate current distribution on transmission lines under existing reactive power compensation schemes, thus optimizing the reactive power compensation schemes and avoiding the bottleneck point of cable ampacity.
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1. Introduction

Wind energy, as an efficient clean energy, has been increasingly valued. The utilization of wind energy to generate electricity can enrich energy supply systems and reduce environmental pollution. In Europe, there were 3412 MW of installed capacity being increased, and about 500 wind turbines were installed in 2019, making Europe the world leader in the development of offshore wind power [1]. Compared with Europe, the wind power has been developing rapidly in China in recent years. The wind power generation in 2019 was 405.7 billion kWh, accounting for 5.5% of total power generation [2]. Compared with the onshore wind power generation, the offshore wind power is rich in resources and has great development potential. The advantages of wind power in offshore wind farms, such as high wind speed, being more stable, and having less impact on the environment, etc., are attracting attention from more and more countries.

High-voltage AC cable and high-voltage direct current (DC) cable are commonly used in offshore wind power transmission lines. High voltage AC transmission has the advantages of simple structure and low cost. When the transmission distance is long, the transmission capacity of high-voltage AC cables is greatly affected by the charging current, and the loss caused by reactive power exchange will be more obvious [3,4]. The
transmission capacity of high-voltage DC cable is large, and the loss is low. However, the construction and operation costs are high, requiring building offshore and onshore converter stations [5]. These disadvantages have motivated some researches to look for methods to extend the feasibility of the high-voltage AC cable alternative.

Aiming at the losses problem caused by the transmission system of high-voltage AC submarine cables in offshore wind farms, there are two common methods. One is to change the mode of system operation: To use lower operating frequency or to change the transmission voltage to reduce losses. In 2017, Gustavsen and Mo [6] proposed to improve the transmission capacity of the submarine cables by continuously changing the operating voltage of the long-distance submarine cables according to the output power of the wind farm. Using a lower frequency (less than the standard 50/60 Hz) to reduce the charging current on the transmission line and the skin effect on the conductor surface was analyzed in Ref. [7]. Another alternative is to consider using external equipment to compensate reactive power to reduce reactive current. The reactive power compensation plans for submarine cable transmission lines mainly include the single-terminal compensation, the two-terminal compensation, and the middle line compensation, also the configuration scheme considering the comprehensive utilization of the reactive power output capacity of wind turbines. The middle line compensation of submarine cable transmission lines was considered by Gatta in 2011 [8]. Abram and Ola [9] designed the reactive power allocation plan of offshore wind farm transmission systems based on the reactive power capacity of wind turbines themselves and the high resistance of power grid side. In general, regarding the requirements of reactive power exchange and reactive power compensation strategies, different rules have been set in some European countries, Denmark, Germany, and Britain, which rule power factors of interconnection point within a certain range [10–12]. These rules are more considered from the point of view of transmission system operation, but the impacts of reactive power compensation strategies on current on the transmission line is seldom considered. Under the condition of satisfying the steady operation of the system, the thermal limits of long-distance submarine cables are also an important problem.

The output submarine cables of offshore wind farms will pass through different laying sections, relating to various laying environments. Therefore, the steady-state ampacity of each laying section may vary greatly [13]. The current research is mainly focused on considering more environmental factors and establishing more accurate models to calculate the cable ampacity of submarine cables [14–18]. However, long-distance submarine cables are also affected by charging current. The reactive power compensation can improve the transmission power factors and it also changes the current distribution on the submarine cable transmission line [19]. For some laying sections with poor heat dissipation condition, when the wind farm is fully loaded or overloaded, some submarine cable sections may overheat to accelerate the aging of submarine cable insulation [20,21].

In this paper, an accurate PI equivalent model is used to calculate the current distribution in the long-distance submarine cable transmission line. Based on this model, impacts of various reactive power compensation schemes on the current distribution in the transmission line is analyzed and simulated. Then, the ampacity of the long-distance submarine cable is calculated under different laying methods based on IEC60287 standard [22]. Research tested the rationality of the existing reactive power compensation schemes from the point of view of electrothermal coordination (ETC) [23,24]. Cable ampacity is the current representation of the cable thermal limits. The ETC approach for system operation is compatible with and can determine more reasonable reactive power compensation schemes. It can avoid the occurrence of ampacity bottlenecks and provide a reference for the reactive power compensation schemes of the offshore wind farm output cables.

2. Electrical Calculation Model of HVAC Cables in Offshore Wind Farm

2.1. Structure of Offshore Wind Power System

The offshore wind power generation system based on high-voltage AC transmission is shown in Figure 1. It mainly consists of three parts: The first one is the offshore wind
turbine generator, and its function is to use the rotation of wind turbines to generate electricity. The second part is the transformation part. The generated electric energy is concentrated through the array cables, and then the voltage is raised by the offshore booster station. The third part is the transmission part, where the electricity raised by the offshore booster station is finally transmitted to the onshore terminal of the landing point through the long-distance submarine cables. As the offshore wind farms are generally built in the ocean areas far from the coast, the charging power per unit length of submarine cable is very large, which will cause a large charging current on the submarine cables and restrict the transmission capacity of the whole wind farm system [25]. According to literature [26], the wind farms should meet the requirements of being able to arrange the active power output and the reactive power output. Therefore, for offshore wind farms, the reactive power compensation is carried out at the offshore booster stations and the onshore centralized control center based on the principles of section dividing and local balance of reactive power compensation, and reactive power compensation equipment such as reactor, SVC, or STATCOM are usually installed [10,27].

![Model diagram of an offshore wind farm connected to a power grid.](image1)

**Figure 1.** Model diagram of an offshore wind farm connected to a power grid.

### 2.2. Cable Design and Characteristics

The structure of high-voltage submarine cable can be divided into the single-core and the three-core. Compared with the single-core structure, the three-core submarine cable has less loss and low laying cost. With the maturity of manufacturing technology, the three-core high-voltage submarine cable has been applied increasingly to the trans-sea power transmission [28]. A simplified cross section drawing of a typical three-core submarine cable is shown in the Figure 2.

![Simplified cross section of three-core submarine cable.](image2)

**Figure 2.** Simplified cross section of three-core submarine cable. 1—core conductor; 2—cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) insulation layer; 3—swelling tape; 4—metal sheath; 5—PE sheath; 6—filling layer and wrapping tape; 7—inner sheath; 8—armor layer; 9—outer serving; 10—fiber layer [28].
The high-voltage AC submarine cable consists of three cores and outer material. The wire core materials from inside to outside successively are water-blocking copper conductor stranded by copper wires, conductor screen, cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) insulating layer, insulating screen, swelling tape, lead alloy sheath, anti-corrosion sheath, and filling layer. The outer materials from inside to outside successively are bedding, armor layer, and outer serving. In the filling layer, fiber optic units are usually distributed as channels for wind farm communication and submarine cable monitoring signal. The main structure parameters of the 220 kV, 3 × 500 mm² three-core submarine cable are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer Number</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Thickness/mm</th>
<th>Outer Radius of Structure/mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Core conductor</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>XLPE insulation</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>43.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Swelling tape</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>44.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Metal sheath</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>48.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PE sheath</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Filling layer</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>112.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Inner sheath</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>113.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Armored layer</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>119.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Outer serving</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>123.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.3. Lumped Parameter Model of Submarine Cables

Due to the influence of charging current, problems such as overcurrent and overvoltage will occur on the long-distance submarine cables, which will affect the safe operation of lines. To calculate the value of current, voltage, and power on the submarine cable line, a suitable cable model should be selected. The accuracy and complexity of the model are two indexes that often need to be concerned. The models of submarine cables mainly include the PI-type equivalent model of lumped parameters and the Bergeron model and frequency-dependent model of distributed parameters; the Bergeron model ignores the series impedance and admittance of the cable line. The line is considered as a lossless line, and the overall loss of line is considered only at both ends of the line; the frequency-dependent model is applied for the transient overvoltage analysis and the harmonic analysis [19]. According to [19], in the field of steady-state analysis of power systems, choosing to use complex cable models cannot improve the accuracy of the problems analyzed. Therefore, the accurate PI equivalent circuit model is considered in this paper, as shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. PI equivalent model of transmission lines.](image)

Where, $R$ is the resistance of the circuit, $Ω$; $L$ is the inductance of the circuit, $H$; $G$ is the conductance of the circuit, $S$; $C$ is capacitance, $F$. The above parameters are calculated by Carson–Clem formula [29], as shown in Table 2. The impedance and admittance of the submarine cable PI equivalent circuit are respectively represented by $Z$ and $Y$.

\[
Z(\omega) = R + j\omega L \tag{1}
\]

\[
Y(\omega) = G/2 + j\omega C/2 \tag{2}
\]
Table 2. Distribution parameters of three-core AC submarine cable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Resistance Ω/km</th>
<th>Inductance mH/km</th>
<th>Conductance S/km</th>
<th>Capacitance µF/km</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>0.0488</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>2.11 × 10⁻⁸</td>
<td>0.1283</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to literature [30], the relationship between voltage and current at the sending and receiving ends of the line is shown as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{V}_{s1} \\
\dot{I}_{s1}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\cosh(\gamma l) + Z_c Y_2 \sinh(\gamma l) & Z_c \sinh(\gamma l) \\
\left( \frac{1}{Z_c} + Z_c Y_1 Y_2 \right) \sinh(\gamma l) + (Y_1 + Y_2) \cosh(\gamma l) & \cosh(\gamma l) + Z_c Y_1 \sinh(\gamma l)
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{V}_{r1} \\
\dot{I}_{r1}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(3)

where \( Y_1 \) and \( Y_2 \) represent equivalent susceptance of inductors installed at the sending and receiving ends of HVAC cable for compensation; \( V_{s1}, V_{r1} \) and \( I_{s1}, I_{r1} \), respectively represent the voltage and current at sending and receiving ends of line; \( l \) is the length of the line; \( \gamma \) is the transmission coefficient of line; and \( Z_c \) is the characteristic impedance of the line.

\[
Z_c(\omega) = \sqrt{\frac{Z(\omega)}{Y(\omega)}}
\]  

(4)

\[
\gamma(\omega) = \frac{Z_c(\omega)}{Y(\omega)}
\]  

(5)

In order to accurately calculate the current and voltage at each point along the line, in literature [6], the transmission line of long-distance submarine cable is evenly divided into \( N \) segments of PI equivalent circuits, then the length of each section is \( L_{seg} = L/N \), as shown in Figure 4. In Figure 4, \( V_1, V_2...V_{n+1} \) and \( I_1, I_2...I_{n+1} \) are respectively representing the voltage and current value of each PI equivalent circuit connection node from the sending end to the receiving end.

![Figure 4. Segmentation of submarine cable into n sections for assessment of internal currents and voltages.](image)

According to literature [31], in this paper, each section is considered as 1 km. For a submarine cable with \( L \) km length, it will be divided into \( L \) sections of PI equivalent circuit. The node analysis method is used to calculate the voltage and current value on each node in MATLAB, as shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Submarine cable lines with n sections of PI equivalent circuits.](image)
In Figure 5, $V_S$ and $V_r$ are the voltage values at sending and receiving ends respectively; $I_S$ and $I_r$ are respectively the input and output current values at sending and receiving ends; $Q_S$, $Q_r$, and $Q_m$ are for the reactive compensation power capacity at the sending end, receiving end, and middle line, respectively. According to Figure 5, the mathematical model in MATLAB for solving the line current distribution is shown as below. In this part, taking the reactive power compensation at 1/2 of long-distance submarine cables as an example to show the mathematic model.

For sending end:

$$
\begin{align}
I_s &= \frac{P}{3V_1 \cos \varphi_1} \\
I_0 &= \frac{V_1}{(i * V_1^2 / Q_s)} \\
I_1 &= I_s - I_0 \\
I_{y1} &= V_1 * Y \\
I_{z1} &= I_1 - I_{y1} \\
V_2 &= V_1 - I_{z1} * Z \\
\end{align}
$$

For middle line:

$$
\begin{align}
V_{n/2+1} &= V_n/2 - I_{z(n/2)} * Z \\
I_{y(n/2+1)} &= V_{n/2+1} * Y \\
I_m &= V_{n/2+1} / (i * V_{n/2+1}^2 / Q_m) \\
I_{n/2+1} &= I_{z(n/2)} - I_{y(n/2+1)} - I_m \\
I_{z(n/2+1)} &= I_n/2+1 - I_{y(n/2+1)} \\
\end{align}
$$

For receiving end:

$$
\begin{align}
V_{n+1} &= V_n - I_{zn} * Z \\
I_{y(n+1)} &= V_{n+1} * Y \\
I_d &= V_{n+1} / (i * V_{n+1}^2 / Q_r) \\
I_{n+1} &= I_{zn} - I_{y(n+1)} \\
I_r &= I_n+1 - I_d \\
\end{align}
$$

where $P$ is the active power transmitted by the submarine cable line, $I_0$, $I_m$, and $I_d$ is the current of reactive power compensation equipment on the sending, middle line, and receiving end, respectively, $I_{y1} ... I_{ym}$ and $I_{z1} ... I_{zn}$ are respectively representing the current of admittance and impedance of PI equivalent circuit, $\cos \varphi_1$ is the transmission power factors of the sending end of the submarine cable line, and $i$ is the unit of imaginary number.

3. Impacts of Reactive Power Compensation on Current Distribution of for Long-Distance Submarine Cables

Due to the large capacitance of high-voltage submarine cables, plenty of reactive power will be generated. The reactive compensation is usually adopted to solve this problem. Because of the limitation of engineering conditions, the reactive compensation for the submarine cables cannot be conducted along the line, but can only be conducted centrally at both ends of the line or on the land halfway [27]. The influence of different reactive power compensation schemes on the current distribution of submarine cables is analyzed in detail below.

Assuming that the rated voltage of long-distance submarine cable lines is 220 kV, the voltage at the sending end of the submarine cable transmission is 1.05 times of the rated voltage, as 232 kV, and the full load state will be the moment when the transmission power reaches 203.5 MW. As shown in Figure 6, under no-load condition, the charging current distribution on the line has a linear relationship with the transmission distance. The farther the transmission distance is, the larger the current on the line will be. When the submarine cable line is half-loaded or fully loaded, the current at the receiving end of the line is much larger than that at the sending end of the line due to the large charging current of the cable without reactive compensation. For a 100 km submarine cable transmission line, the current at the line terminal reaches 220% and 138% of the current at sending end respectively under
In order to analyze the influence of the different shunt compensation locations on the line current, the reactive compensations are conducted respectively to the sending end and receiving end of a certain length submarine cable line. As shown in Figures 7 and 8, the current and voltage distribution curves of the submarine cable with different reactive power compensations at the sending end are obtained. According to Figure 7, the current at the sending end of the submarine cable line is related to the amount of reactive compensation. The larger the reactive power compensation at the sending end, the larger the current at the sending end. This is because the square of the current at the sending end is equal to the sum of the squares of the active current and reactive current. The relation between the current at the sending end of submarine cable line and the reactive compensation is as follows:

$$I_1 = \sqrt{\left(\frac{P}{3V_e \cos \theta}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{Q_s}{3V_e}\right)^2} \quad (9)$$

where $P$ is the active power transmitted by the submarine cable line, $W$; $Q_s$ is the reactive power compensated at the sending end of the line, Var.

---

**Figure 6.** Current distribution of submarine cables under different load conditions without reactive power compensation.

**Figure 7.** Current distribution of submarine cables under full load with different reactive power compensation at the sending end.
On the other hand, the more reactive power compensated at sending end, the smaller the current at the receiving end is. This is because the inductive current of reactive power compensation at the sending end compensates part of the capacitive current of the line, making the reactive current of the line decrease. According to the U-shape current curve in Figure 7, in the case of sending end compensation, the maximum current of the whole line appears at the sending end or receiving end. In Figure 8, in the case of no compensation, the voltage on the line presents a downward trend, but applying reactive compensation at the sending end of the line will increase the voltage value on the line. When the reactive compensation reaches a certain degree, the voltage at the receiving end will exceed the voltage value at the sending end of the line. Applying a certain amount of reactive compensation to raise the voltage at the receiving end of the line can prevent the low voltage of the junction point and improve the stability of the system. The reactive power compensation for the receiving end does not change the current distribution of the line. According to the literature [30], the compensation for the receiving end can improve the power factor of the junction point.

Middle line compensation refers to reactive power compensation on the submarine cable transmission line between the sending and receiving end. Compared with the compensation at the sending and receiving end, the reactive power compensation equipment are installed in the offshore booster station and the onshore centralized control center, respectively. Because submarine cables usually cross the sea, there are higher technical and economic requirements for the compensation at the middle line. For some submarine cable transmission lines crossing the island, the reactive power compensation can be considered in the island section. As shown in Figure 9, only the middle line of the submarine cable transmission line is compensated, and the current distribution from the sending end to the middle line does not change, while the reactive power compensation in the middle line will greatly reduce the current distribution from the middle section to receiving end. The current distribution results along the line after reactive power compensation at 1/3,1/2 and 2/3 of the long-distance submarine cable are calculated respectively, as shown in Figure 10. According to the Figure 10, the results show that the middle line compensation with the same capacity in different positions can reduce the current of the compensation point. But it will not change the current distribution trend from the compensation point to the receiving end.

Figure 8. Voltage distribution of submarine cables under full load with different reactive power compensation at the sending end.
compensation at the sending end compensates part of the capacity of each section, and select the appropriate submarine cable laying mode and thermal calculation model of submarine cables in offshore wind farms. For some submarine cables in the middle line. For some submarine cable transmission lines crossing the island, the compensation for the mid-line can reduce the current distribution from the compensation point to the receiving end. However, the middle section of the submarine cable line is usually sea area, the cost for construction and maintenance of reactive compensation equipment for the mid-line is high. Therefore, to reduce the reactive current on the line and increase the transmission capacity of the line, the compensation for the sending end of the line is usually considered. The reactive compensation equipment is installed in offshore booster stations to reduce investment costs. For the long-distance transmission lines where sending end compensation cannot be satisfied, the mid-line compensation can be considered simultaneously.

The laying environment of submarine cable transmission line is complex, and the ampacity of different laying sections is different. If the current in a section of the line is greater than its ampacity, the cable core will overheat, accelerating the thermal aging of the insulation, and reducing the service life of the cable. Therefore, it is necessary to comprehensively consider the current distribution in the submarine cable lines and the ampacity of each section, and select the appropriate submarine cable laying mode and reactive power compensation scheme at the initial stage of the project design, it is better to realize the economy of investment.

Figure 9. Current distribution of submarine cables under full load with different reactive power compensation at the middle line.

Figure 10. Current distribution of long-distance submarine cables under reactive power compensation at different positions.

To sum up, the receiving end compensation for submarine cable transmission lines will not change the current distribution on the lines, but it can be used as one of the measures to improve the power factor of junction points. The compensation for the mid-line can reduce the current distribution from the compensation point to the receiving end. However, the middle section of the submarine cable line is usually sea area, the cost for construction and maintenance of reactive compensation equipment for the mid-line is high. Therefore, to reduce the reactive current on the line and increase the transmission capacity of the line, the compensation for the sending end of the line is usually considered. The reactive compensation equipment is installed in offshore booster stations to reduce investment costs. For the long-distance transmission lines where sending end compensation cannot be satisfied, the mid-line compensation can be considered simultaneously.

The laying environment of submarine cable transmission line is complex, and the ampacity of different laying sections is different. If the current in a section of the line is greater than its ampacity, the cable core will overheat, accelerating the thermal aging of the insulation, and reducing the service life of the cable. Therefore, it is necessary to comprehensively consider the current distribution in the submarine cable lines and the ampacity of each section, and select the appropriate submarine cable laying mode and reactive power compensation scheme at the initial stage of the project design, it is better to realize the economy of investment.
4. Thermal Calculation Model of Submarine Cables

For the long-distance transmission lines of high-voltage output submarine cables in offshore wind farms, the starting point is usually the offshore booster station. The offshore booster station collects the electric energy generated by the wind turbine and boosts it, and then connects to the power grid on land through the submarine cables. It is generally composed of two parts: The power transformation system and the offshore platform structure. Then, the laying environment of the submarine cables is constantly changing, which can be mainly divided into four sections: J-shape pipe section, seabed section, mud flat section, and landing section. Finally, the line reaches the terminal station on land, and output cable laying path for offshore wind farm is shown in Figure 11. Generally, the J-shape pipe section gets the submarine cable to enter the sea from the offshore booster platform and lead to the seabed through the protection pipe [14]. In the seabed section, the cable is usually buried in the ground, and the buried depth is usually between 2 and 3 m. The length of the mud flat section is generally short, and it is the transition section between the seabed section and the landing section, directly buried laying is usually adopted. The landing section is generally buried in soil or laid in cable trench, and the length of this section is between several hundred meters and one or two kilometers. In this paper, it is assumed that the length of the J-shape pipe section is 30 m, the length of the mud flat section is 500 m, the length of the landing section is 2 km, and the rest of the length is the seabed section.

![Figure 11. Output cable laying path for offshore wind farm. 1—J-shape pipe section; 2—seabed section; 3—mud flat section; 4—landing section; 5—offshore booster station platform; 6—onshore centralized control center.](image1)

Based on the structural parameters of the three-core submarine cable, a thermal parameter model is established to calculate the ampacity of the submarine cable. The thermal parameters represent the heat flow through the materials of the cable. A steady-state thermal circuit model of a three-core submarine cable is as follows [32]:

![Figure 12. Steady-state thermal circuit model of three-core submarine cable.](image2)
The heat flow generated by the core loss of the submarine cable changes with the load. From the above thermal circuit model and the relation of thermoelectric analogy [32], according to the circuit node voltage method, the relation between temperature, heat flux, and thermal resistance of each part of the cable in steady state can be obtained:

\[
(3W_c + 1.5W_d) \frac{T_1}{3} = \theta_c - \theta_1 \tag{10}
\]
\[
3(W_c + W_d + \lambda_1 W_c)T_2 = \theta_1 - \theta_2 \tag{11}
\]
\[
3(W_c + W_d + \lambda_1 W_c + \lambda_2 W_c)(T_3 + T_4) = \theta_2 - \theta_a \tag{12}
\]

The allowable continuous ampacity of AC cable can be calculated according to the above equations and the empirical formula of ampacity calculation in IEC60287-1-1 [22], namely:

\[
I = \left[ \frac{\theta_c - \theta_a - W_d \cdot \left[ \frac{T_2}{2} + n \cdot (T_2 + T_3 + T_4) \right]}{R \cdot T_1 + n \cdot R \cdot (1 + \lambda_1) \cdot T_2 + n \cdot R \cdot (1 + \lambda_1 + \lambda_2) \cdot (T_3 + T_4)} \right]^\frac{1}{2} \tag{13}
\]

where, \( I \) is the allowable continuous current of the cable, A; \( n \) is the core number of submarine cable conductor, and \( R \) is the AC resistance of conductor under operating temperature. The calculation of relevant parameters can be found in Ref. [22].

\[
R = R' (1 + Y_s + Y_p) \tag{14}
\]

where, \( R' \) is the DC resistance of conductor per unit length, \( \Omega/m \); \( Y_s \) is the skin effect factor; and \( Y_p \) is the adjacent effect factor.

\[
\lambda_1 = \lambda_1' + \lambda_1'' \tag{15}
\]

The metal sheath loss includes circulation loss \( \lambda_1' \) and eddy-current loss \( \lambda_1'' \). The eddy-current loss is negligible for the three-core submarine cable. The calculation formula for the circulation loss \( \lambda_1' \) is as follows.

\[
\lambda_1' = \frac{R_s}{R} \left( \frac{1.5}{1 + \left( \frac{R_s}{R} \right)^2} \right) \tag{16}
\]

\[
X = 2\omega \cdot 10^{-7} \ln \left( \frac{2s}{d} \right) \tag{17}
\]

\[
R_s = \frac{P_s}{A_s} [1 + a_s (\theta \cdot \eta - 20)] \tag{18}
\]

where, \( S \) is the distance between conductor axes, m; \( d \) is the average diameter of the metal sheath, m; \( \rho_s \) is the conductivity of the metal sheath material, \( \Omega \cdot m \); \( A_s \) is the cross-sectional area of the metal sheath, \( \text{mm}^2 \); \( a_s \) is the resistance temperature coefficient, \( 1/K \); \( \theta \) is the working temperature of conductor, \( ^\circ \text{C} \); \( \eta \) is the ratio of the temperature of metal sheath to the temperature of conductor, were set as 0.7.

\[
\lambda_2 = 1.23 \frac{R_A}{R} \left( \frac{2c}{d_a} \right)^2 \left( \frac{1}{2.77 \cdot 10^6 \cdot \omega} \right)^2 + 1 \tag{19}
\]

where, \( R_A \) is the AC resistance of armor layer at the highest temperature, \( \Omega/m \); \( c \) is the distance between the conductor axis and the center of submarine cable, m; \( d_a \) is the average diameter of the armor layer, m.

\[
W_d = \omega C U_0 \tan \delta \tag{20}
\]
where, C is the submarine cable capacitance per unit length, F/m; U0 is the voltage to
the ground, V; tanδ is the insulation loss factor under power frequency and working
temperatures, here taken as tanδ = 0.0005, w = 2πf.

\[ T_1 = K \frac{\rho_{T}G}{2\pi} \]  

(21)

where, ρT is the thermal resistance coefficient of insulation, K·m/W; G is the geometric
factor; and K is the shielding factor.

\[ T_2 = \frac{\rho_{T}}{6\pi} G' \]  

(22)

where, G' is the geometric factor; and ρT is the thermal resistance coefficient between sheath
and armor, K·m/W.

\[ T_3 = \frac{1}{2\pi} \rho_{T} \ln \left(1 + \frac{2t_3}{D_a'}\right) \]  

(23)

where, ρT is the thermal resistance coefficient of submarine cable outer sheath, K·m/W; 
t3 is the thickness of outer sheath, m; D_a' is the outer diameter of the armor, m; and the
calculation formula for the environmental thermal resistance \( T_4 \) depends on the laying
environment, as shown below:

\[ T_4 = \begin{cases} \frac{\rho_{T}}{2\pi} \ln \left(\frac{4l}{D_o} \right) + \frac{\rho_{d}}{2\pi} \ln \left(\frac{D_o}{D_i} \right) + \frac{1}{\pi D_o h (\Delta \theta)^{0.25}} & \\
T_{4a} + T_{4b} + T_{4c} = \frac{U}{1+0.1(V+Y_{\theta m})D_o} + \frac{\rho_{d}}{2\pi} \ln \left(\frac{D_o}{D_i} \right) + \frac{1}{\pi D_o h (\Delta \theta)^{0.25}} & 
\end{cases} \]  

(24)

Equation (24) correspond to the calculation formulas of environmental thermal resis-
tance under the laying methods of directly buried, cable trench, and J-shape pipe laying,
respectively. Where, ρT is the thermal resistance coefficient of soil, K·m/W; L is the buried
depth of submarine cables, m, which is the distance between the cable axis and the ground
surface; \( D_c \) is the outside diameter of the cable, m; \( h \) is the coefficient of heat transfer
on the cable surface, W/m²·K; \( \Delta \theta_{tr} \) is the temperature rise when the air temperature in
the cable trench is higher than the surrounding air temperature, K; \( T_{4a}, T_{4b}, \text{ and } T_{4c} \) are,
respectively, the air thermal resistance, the J-shape pipe thermal resistance, and the pipe
external thermal resistance, which are between the cable surface and the inner surface of the
pipe; \( U, V, \text{ and } Y \) are constants related to laying conditions; \( \theta_m \) is the average temperature
of medium between cables and pipelines, K; \( D_o \) is the outer diameter of the pipe, m; \( D_i \)
is the pipe inner diameter, m; \( \rho_{d} \) is the thermal resistance of J-shape pipe material, K·m/W;
\( h_j \) is the coefficient of heat transfer on the surface of the J-shape pipe, W/m²·K; \( \Delta \theta \) is the
temperature rise when the temperature of J-shape pipe is higher than the surrounding air
temperature, K.

For the four laying methods of output cables in offshore wind farms (J-shape pipe
section, seabed section, mud flat section, and landing section), the parameter assumptions
of different laying environments are given for the ampacity calculation, and the ampacity
of different sections are calculated. The relevant parameters and calculation results are
shown in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.

**Table 3. Parameters of submarine cable laying conditions.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity coefficient of soil at landing section (K·m/W)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity coefficient of soil at mud flat section (K·m/W)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity coefficient of soil at seabed section (K·m/W)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-shape pipe inner diameter (mm)</td>
<td>468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-shape pipe outer diameter (mm)</td>
<td>508</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Submarine cable laying conditions and ampacity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laying Environment</th>
<th>Environment Temperature °C</th>
<th>Laying Depth m</th>
<th>Thermal Resistance T&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>Ampacity A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J-shape pipe section</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seabed section</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mud flat section</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.443</td>
<td>593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landing section (directly buried)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.532</td>
<td>557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landing section (cable trench)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2766</td>
<td>582</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Reactive Power Compensation Analysis of Submarine Cables Based on Electrothermal Coordination

Due to the limitation of thermal stability, the submarine cable should meet the requirement that the current of the whole line should not be greater than its ampacity. Meanwhile, the operation principle of the high-voltage AC transmission system should also be considered. To maintain the stability of the system, the voltage excursion of sending and receiving end sections of the transmission line should be contained within a suitable range, and the power factors of offshore booster stations and onshore junction points also need to meet a certain range. The current distribution of long-distance submarine cable transmission line needs to meet the requirement of ampacity of each section under different laying modes. The relevant constraint conditions are shown as follows [10,30].

\[
\cos \varphi_1 \geq 0.95 \quad (25)
\]

\[
\cos \varphi_2 = 1 \quad (26)
\]

\[
0.97V_n \leq V_s \leq 1.07V_n \quad (27)
\]

\[
0.97V_n \leq V_r \leq 1.07V_n \quad (28)
\]

\[
I_{\text{line}} \leq I_{\text{rated}} \quad (29)
\]

where, \( \cos \varphi_1 \) and \( \cos \varphi_2 \) are the transmission power factors of the sending and receiving end of the submarine cable line, respectively; \( V_n \) is the rated voltage of the line at 220 kV; \( I_{\text{line}} \) is the current value in the submarine cable transmission line, A; \( I_{\text{rated}} \) is the ampacity of each section of the line under different laying methods, A.

For the long-distance submarine cable transmission lines, by considering the above constraints, the current distribution of different reactive power compensation schemes is analyzed. The more economical compensation schemes and landing section laying methods are selected, to realize the economic and safe operation of the submarine cable. The offshore wind farms transmit the maximum current at its full load. Being affected by charging current, the current of the line at full load may exceed its ampacity, so the full load condition is considered in the analysis below.

5.1. Directly Buried Laying Method of Landing Section

First, the directly buried laying method is considered in the landing section. The ampacity of the directly buried laying method in the landing section, which is calculated from Table 4, is 557 A. After calculation, for the submarine cable transmission lines with a length of 90 km or less, the ampacity will meet the requirement through conducting the reactive power compensation at sending end. The results calculated by MATLAB are shown in Figure 13.

As shown in the figure above, the dotted line represents the ampacity of different laying sections of long-distance submarine cables. The bottleneck point of submarine cables ampacity occurs in the landing section. When there is no reactive compensation, the current at the end of the transmission line is far greater than its ampacity due to the large charging current, and it causes the core conductor temperature to exceed 90 °C, accelerating insulation aging. After reactive compensation, the current distribution on the transmission
line changes obviously. When the reactive power compensation amount at the sending end is 50 MVar, the current at the receiving end of the line is still greater than the ampacity of this section. When the compensation at sending end reaches 114 MVar, the current at receiving end of the line decreases, while the current at sending end of the line increases. The current distribution in the line does not exceed the ampacity of each section.

![Figure 13](image13.png)

**Figure 13.** Comparison of current distribution of submarine cables under reactive power compensation at the sending end with the full-line ampacity under directly buried laying in landing section.

For the submarine cable transmission lines with a transmission distance greater than 90 km, the directly buried laying method is adopted in the landing section. Only conducting reactive compensation at the sending end of the line cannot meet the requirement of ampacity. As a result, conducting the reactive compensation at mid-line of the transmission line is considered. The reactive power compensations are conducted at the sending and receiving ends and the mid-line at the same time, and the calculation results are shown in Figure 14.

![Figure 14](image14.png)

**Figure 14.** Comparison of current distribution of submarine cables under reactive power compensation at mid-line with the full-line ampacity under directly buried laying in landing section.

According to Figure 14, when the submarine cable transmission line is 120 km in length, and the reactive power compensation is only carried out at the sending end of line, the current at the receiving end of the line is still far greater than its ampacity. Choose to conduct compensation of 114 MVar and 50 MVar at the sending end and mid-line respectively, and
the reactive compensation for receiving end is applied to meet the requirement of power factor. As shown in the figure above, conducting reactive power compensation at mid-line can significantly reduce the current at receiving end, but it does not change the current distribution from sending end to mid-line. It can be considered as a reactive compensation solution for the long-distance submarine cable transmission lines if there are sea islands in the middle section path of lines.

5.2. Cable Trench Laying Method in Landing Section

As shown in Figure 15, the cable trench laying method is adopted in the landing section of the submarine cable transmission lines with a transmission distance of 90 km. Compared with the directly buried laying method, due to the better heat dissipation conditions in the cable trench and smaller environmental thermal resistance, the calculated ampacity is larger. The ampacity of landing section with cable trench laying method is 582 A. When the sending end reactive compensation capacity reaches 88 MVar, the current in the line can meet the requirement of ampacity. In Figure 16, the maximum transmission distance of the submarine cable transmission line is 104 km when adopting the cable trench laying mode in the landing section, and the reactive power compensation at sending end is 115 MVar, which can meet the requirement of ampacity.

![Figure 15. Comparison of current distribution of 90 km submarine cables under reactive power compensation at the sending end with the full-line ampacity under trench laying in the landing section.](image1)

![Figure 16. Comparison of current distribution of 104 km submarine cables under reactive power compensation at the sending end with the full-line ampacity under trench laying in the landing section.](image2)
6. Conclusions

This study considers a long-distance high voltage AC three-core submarine cable from a real offshore wind farm project. An accurate cable model is used to analyze the influence of reactive power compensation in different positions on the current distribution on the line, and optimizing the existing reactive power compensation schemes based on ETC. From the analysis, the following conclusions are obtained:

1. When the long-distance submarine cable is compensated for reactive power, not only the stability of the system should be maintained, but also the thermal limits of the submarine cable should be considered. The bottleneck of offshore wind farm output submarine cable ampacity appears in the landing section.

2. Conducting reactive compensation at sending end of the line can reduce the current at the receiving end. On the contrary, it can raise the current at the sending end of the line. The maximum current occurs at the sending or receiving end of the line depending on the capacity of reactive power compensation.

3. According to ETC, the current of long-distance submarine cable should be less than the ampacity under the condition of reactive power compensation. The cable trench laying method can improve the cable ampacity of landing section and thus reduce the capacity of reactive power compensation at sending end.
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